ABSTRACT The problem of influence maximization aims to specify the small number of initial individuals that will eventually influence the individuals as much as possible, which has aroused wide attention of researchers. However, the most existing work is limited to the static social network and ignores the role of time in information propagation. In this paper, we analyze the influence maximization problem in temporal social networks and present a greedy-based on the latency-aware independent cascade (GLAIC) algorithm enhanced by cost-effective lazy forward optimization based on the latency-aware independent cascade model to capture the dynamic aspect of real-world social networks. Moreover, we modify the distribution of influence delays in the LAIC model by considering power-law distribution. At last, we carry out extensive experiments over the real-world networks, which demonstrate that our proposal achieves an excellent performance to other related algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, social networks are playing a fundamental role in information propagation, since more and more people prefer to public their views or ideas on the networks. One of the main research interests is to understand the way of influence and information spread in social networks. For example, a company may wish to identify a small subset of influential users such that they would influence their friends, friendsof-friends, and so on, to adopt a product by using the effect of word-of-mouth. The analysis of social influence has been broadly applied in many fields such as viral marketing and recommendation systems.
A natural problem for social influence is how to find the initial users that will eventually influence the largest numbers of users, which is known as influence maximization. To solve the context problem, an effectively greedy [1] algorithm has been proposed, which guarantees that the spread value is within (1 − 1/e) of the optimization solution. Then for solving the scalability problem of the greedy algorithm, a series of diffusion models, improved greedy and heuristic algorithms have been studied [2] - [4] , [6] - [10] . Meanwhile, there are also many other methods combining the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dongxiao Yu.
real-scenes with the influence maximization problem, such as topic-aware influence maximization [21] , based-community influence maximization [22] , [23] , influence maximization in signed networks [24] , [25] , competitive influence maximization [26] , [27] and so on.
Above solutions aim to address the influence maximization problem from different aspects, and have been achieved impressive experimental results. However, most of the studies assume that the given network is static, and ignore the role of time in information propagation. In reality, almost all social networks are dynamic, and change over time. For example, the relations between users may be created or lapsed when a social network changes from one time to another. In such a situation, considering the temporal factor would properly reflect the actual structure of social networks when solving influence maximization problem. Indeed, a temporal factor is taken into account in recent studies [5] , [11] - [16] from the dynamical perspective, which certainly provides us with a new channel.
In this paper, we drop the assumption of static networks and turn our attention to account for dynamic networks which are changing over time. We analyze the problem of influence maximization in temporal social networks, to describe the dynamic characteristic of networks. In order to incorporate the temporal factor, we consider the Latency Aware Independent Cascade (LAIC model proposed by Liu et al. [5] etc., which incorporates the time to activation probability of edges by considering the delayed influence propagation. Moreover, we discuss the assignment of the important parameter in the model, namely the distribution for the influencing delays P lat u associated with node u, and utilize Power-Law distribution to describe the influence delays, namely Power-Law delay distribution. The core idea of our proposal is to greedily select the most influential nodes based on the LAIC model by taking Power-Law delay distribution for the influencing delays into account. Consequently, a straightforward greedy-based algorithm enhanced by CELF optimization, called GLAIC(Greedy based on the LAIC), is applied to find the largest influence nodes to address the influence maximization problem in temporal social networks. Note that our proposal gains more efficiency by adopting Power-Law delay distribution rather than other distributions such as Poisson and Geometric delay distribution.
Our research is driven by the thought in the context, and the major contributions are summarized as follows.
• We discuss the distribution of influence delays in the LAIC model and develop a new delay distribution by applying Power-Law distribution into the influence delay, which can provide better experimental results compared to Poisson and Geometric delay distribution illustrated as the later experiments.
• We propose a greedy-based GLAIC algorithm enhanced by CELF optimization to capture the dynamic aspect of real-world social networks based on the LAIC model. The proposed algorithm considers Power-Law distribution of the influence delays.
• We carry out extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposal on real social networks. We compare our proposal against the other related algorithms, and show that the proposed algorithm obtains better influence spread and higher accuracy. In addition, it is worth noting that our proposal obtains impressive efficiency by utilizing Power-Law distribution of the influence delays. The remainder of the paper is organized below. Firstly, in Section II, we review the related work. Then, we describe the background of our paper in Section III. And we present our proposed GLAIC algorithm for influence maximization in temporal social networks in Section IV. Next, in Section V, we evaluate our proposed algorithm compared to many other algorithms. Finally, in Section VI, we expose the conclusions and future directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Following the work of Kemple et al. [1] , which first regarded influence maximization problem as an optimization problem, a large amount of work has constructed scalable and efficient diffusion models and approximate algorithms to address the influence maximization problem.
The Diffusion models are a fundamental rule, which defines how the information can propagate on them in an appointed social network. However, the problem is proved to be NP-hard on two classical diffusion models, i.e., Independent Cascade(IC) and Linear Threshold (LT) models [2] , [3] . These models assume that each node only has two states in the network-active state or inactive state. If a node has already accepted a message, this node will be an active node. Otherwise, this node will be an inactive node. Based on these diffusion models, extensive approximation algorithms have been put forward, which aim to find the most influential nodes maximizing the spread of influence. A straightforward method is greedy algorithm whose spread value is within (1 − 1/e) of the optimization solution [1] . The main idea of the greedy algorithm is to begin with the given initial a subset of seed looping numerous times, and then approximate it with the average of the simulation results. Although greedy algorithm has achieved impressive results in the aspect of influence spread, it proves to have high computation complexity when dealing with large-scale social networks. As a result, a large number of studies have been conducted, which aim at speeding at the greedy algorithm. One of the well-known improvements is Cost-Effective Lazy Forward(CELF) [4] proposed by Leskovec et al., which can significantly reduce the computational complexity of influence spread evaluations. Other improvements include NewGreedy [6] , MixedGreedy [6] , DegreeDiscount [6] , PMIA [7] , IRIE [8] , TIM [9] and SKIM [10] etc.
Meanwhile, the research community has also recently studied the influence maximization problem taking different real-scenes into account. Chen et al. [21] attempted to increase influence spread by taking topics into consideration. Chen et al. [22] and Bozorgi et al. [23] analyzed the role of community structure in influence spreading and utilized the influence of nodes within in communities to approximate the influence of the whole networks. Galhotra et al. [24] proposed the problem of Maximizing the Effective Opinion (MEO) of influenced users under the opinion-cuminteraction (OI) model. And Li et al. [25] used the simulated annealing method to solve the high computational expense of the greedy algorithm in the signed social networks. Lin et al. [26] proposed a general model to describe the influence propagation of multiple competing sources and designed a Two-phase competitive influence maximization algorithm framework to address the Competitive Influence Maximization with Partial information (CIPM) problem. Brede et al. [27] considered the dynamics of synchronization in populations of coupled non-identical oscillators to solve the competitive influence maximization.
All above algorithms make efforts to reduce the computation and improve accuracy from different perspectives, and have obtained good experimental results. However, these algorithms have assumed that social networks are static and the nodes or relations do not change over time, which is not very realistic. In fact, these algorithms tend to activate all the nodes equally despite their activation time. Consequently, more and more studies have been carried out by considering the role of time from the dynamical perspective. On this issue, Liu et al. [11] analyzed the complex network structure of musical compositions, and mapped music into time series by a stochastic method. Later, Weng et al. [12] proposed a transformation method from networks to time series based on a finite-memory random walk. Different from these studies, the following studies proposed various influence propagation models considering the time factor to address the problem of influence maximization. Du et al. [14] formulated the user, monetary, and timing constraints problem as a submodular maximization task in a continuous-time diffusion model under the intersection of one matroid and multiple knapsack constraints. Wang et al. [15] defined the Stream Influence Maximization (SIM) query to track influential users in real-time by adopting the sliding window model. Li et al. [16] proposed Propagation Time-conscious Influence Maximization (PROTEUS-IM) to address the limitation of the evolution of the underlying network changing over time. In contrast to these studies, the following researches utilized real-probability distribution to describe the time influence delays, which inspire us to propose our idea. Chen et al. [13] firstly explored time-critical influence maximization and proposed IC-M model by considering influence delay which only is limited to Geometric delay distribution. Based on the IC-M model, they also designed two algorithms, namely MIAM and MIAC. Due to the inflexibility of the IC-M model, Liuet al. [5] proposed applicable LAIC model by incorporating the time to the activation probability of edges under a time deadline constraint. Specially, if a node u is activated at time t, it will activate its inactive neighbor v with the probability p uv p lat u (δ t ) at time t + δ t , where δ t is drawn from the delay distribution p lat u randomly. Meanwhile, they proposed two influence maximization algorithms by adopting different delay distributions under the LAIC model, ISP and MISP [5] . Therefore, an important issue in their work is how to assign a proper delay distribution p lat u for a given network. In their work, they consider two types of delay distribution including Poisson and Geometric delay distribution. However, a large number of recent studies have shown that most social networks usually follow Power-Law distribution [17] - [20] rather than Poisson or Geometric distribution such as forum blog activities, e-mail networks, citation network and movie actor collaboration network, although these networks are varied in structure and function. Moreover, there are also complex phenomena such as non-Poisson characteristics in the spatial distribution. These research results give us a definite implication that: utilizing Power-Law distribution may be a better idea compared with Poisson or Geometric distribution. Therefore, in this paper, we try to incorporate Power-Law Distribution for the influencing delays into our proposal in order to address the problem of influence maximization in temporal social networks.
III. PRELIMINARIES
For a social network G = (V , E) with node set V and edge set E, where each edge (u, v) ∈ E represents the links between nodes. In the problem of influence maximization, some seed nodes are selected to be activated to trigger the spread of influence with a probability p uv which intuitively refers to the capability of the node u to influence its out-neighbor v.
The influence maximization under the time-constrained T has the following notations: (a) target a set of seed S, (b)influence spread σ T (S), and (c) marginal gain Mg. Following the notations, the influence spread of seed set S is evaluated by an objective function σ T (S), which is the expected number of active nodes within T time after the diffusion terminates. In addition, in order to evaluate mathematically the influence performance of each node u with respect of S, the marginal gain of the node u is defined, i.e., Mg
Based on the context notations, the LAIC model extends the traditional IC model by considering time delay, which is more coincident with the real-world social networks. In this model, each individual node exists in only three statuses: active, latent active or inactive. Specifically, for a node u from seed set S, it can be considered as being active at the initial time 0. When t > 0 , if an active node u successfully influences its inactive out-neighbor v, v will change to being latent active within an activating latencyδ t while the other nodes are all inactive. According to the predefined distribution of influencing delays, each edge e (u, v) can be extended to (e 0 (u, v) , e 1 (u, v) , . . . , e T (u, v)), where e δ t (u, v) ∈ E represents that the inactive v is activated by its in-neighbor u at an activating latency δ t ∈ [0, T ] with a probability p uv p lat u (δ t ), where denotes as the delay distribution obtained by a certain delay distribution such as Poisson and Geometric delay distribution.
The dynamics of the process in the LAIC model is described below. At any step t > 0, each node u from the seed set S is given one chance to attempt to activate its out-neighbor v who is inactive or latent active in an arbitrary order with probability p uv p lat u (δ t ). Different from the traditional IC model, the inactive out-neighbor v will change to latent active instead of becoming active immediately in next time. After an activating latency δ t , the latent active node v is activated by the seed set S. It is worth noticing that if the latent active node v has multiple active in-neighbors, it will be activated with minimum activating time while other neighbors can be ignored. Moreover, once the node v is activated, it stays active and activates its out-neighbors in the same way. The process runs until no new active nodes or latent active nodes emerge.
In the LAIC model, the influence spread σ T (S) proves to have the following characteristics: (a) non-increasing, (b) monotonous, and (c) submodular [5] . For a finite ground set U , its subsets can be mapped to a set function f (•). The set function f (•) is non-increasing when f (S) ≤ f (T ) for any set S ⊆ T ⊆ U . Also, the set function f (•) is monotonous when f (S ∪ {v}) ≥ f (S) for any set S and element v. If f (•) satisfies with non-increasing and monotonous, it is submodular which can be formally described as
IV. THE PROPOSAL
We begin by describing our GLAIC algorithm on influence maximization, which is a greedy-based algorithm enhanced by CELF optimization by considering Power-Law delay distribution. The flow chart of the whole framework is shown in FIGURE 1. Firstly, we present a greedy algorithm enhanced by CELF optimization to alleviate the computational complexity of the original greedy algorithm. Subsequently, we analyze the delay distribution problem in the LAIC model, and show that selecting Power-Law delay distribution is a better solution for the LAIC model compared to Poisson and Geometric delay distribution. Finally, we propose GLAIC algorithm based on the LAIC model to compute the influence spread. A. GREEDY ALGORITHM ENHANCED BY CELF OPTIMIZATION 1) GREEDY ALGORITHM Suppose we are given a social network G(V , E) and a set of seed S, the expected number of active nodes is represented as σ (S). Our goal is to find a set S eventually influence the largest number of nodes. The problem is proved to be NPhard and the computation of all possible choices of σ (S) is a big challenge, but it can be efficiently approximated to a straightforward greedy algorithm. Given a directed network G = (V , E) and a parameter of k ≤ |V |, greedy algorithm of finding the seed set S can be described as follows.
Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm
Input
The core idea of the algorithm is to iteratively select a new node u maximizing the incremental change of σ until k seeds are selected. Obviously, the crucial step is in line 3, in which we select the node who has the largest margin gain Mg. The algorithm can obtain better results compared to the original degree and centrality-based heuristics in the aspect of influence spread, but it suffers from heavy computation complexity which is not realistic when dealing with large-scale networks. Specially, the algorithm looks for the nodes in the network as a potential candidate for the next step, which results in its quadratic nature.
2) CELF OPTIMIZATION
CELF is an optimized version of the original greedy algorithm, and exploits the submodularity property of the influence maximization objective to significantly reduce the costs of computations on the influence spread of nodes. The principle behind CELF optimization is that a node's marginal influence spread in the current step is not to be more than the marginal influence spread in the previous steps due to its submodularity property, and thus the execution time of the marginal gain can be tremendously reduced. More concretely, to maintain the marginal influence spread of a node, CELF maintains a priority queue (u, Mg(u)) sorted on Mg(u) in descending order, where Mg(u) is the marginal gain of current node u based on seed set S. As a result, there is no need to reorder the queue for each iteration, and the top node is picked as the next seed naturally.
B. POWER-LAW DELAY DISTRIBUTION
An important issue when applying LAIC model is how to assign an appropriate delay distribution, namely the parameter p lat u for any u ∈ V . The existing assignments mainly include Poisson and Geometric delay distribution as we have discussed in Section II. However, one of the most documented aggregate properties is that most networks follow Power-Law distribution, leading to tiny nodes having many edges while many nodes having tiny edges. Formally, for degree k, the probability distribution of k follows a power law, in other words, p(k)∞k −α , where α is some positive constant usually between 2 and 3.
For the purpose of this study, we carry out some experiments on degree or indegree distribution in five social networks across various domains as FIGURE 2 shows. The networks are denoted as Oregon, CA_HepPH, Email, Slashdot, and Web_Stanford respectively(as we will discuss in Section V). Numbers of nodes by degree or indegree captured in the networks are plotted in FIGURE 2. As ''Oregon'', ''CA_HepPH'', and ''Email'' are undirected networks, degree distributions are plotted. The rest networks are directed, and thus indegree distributions are plotted. We can obviously see that the histograms of degree or indegree distribution have the property of power-law long tail. In addition, the log-log plots of the same distribution are almost linear. FIGURE 2 suggests that the real social networks follow Power-law distribution rather than Poisson or Geometric distribution. This result gives us a definite implication: utilizing Power-Law distribution may be a better idea compared with Poisson or Geometric distribution. Therefore, we select Power-Law distribution to describe influence delay instead of Poisson or Geometric distribution. According to study [5] , we call this description is Power-Law delay distribution, the probability of a k degree node is directly proportional to k −α . In particular, we estimate the α to be 2, as it is consistent with previous empirical study [13] .
C. GLAIC ALGORITHM
Integrating advantages of greedy algorithm enhanced by CELF optimization and Power-Law delay distribution, we propose GLAIC algorithm based on LAIC model to address the influence maximization problem in temporal VOLUME 7, 2019 social networks. Algorithm 2 illustrates the basic idea of GLAIC as follows.
In the beginning, GLAIC initializes, for predefined notations under the time-constrained T , seed set S and marginal influence Mg (lines to 2). In contrast to the conventional influence maximization, our algorithm firstly evaluates influence spread by considering influence delay distribution. More importantly, our algorithm draws a time delay δ t from
Algorithm 2 GLAIC Algorithm
Input: network G = (V , E), number k, time-constrained T , activation probability p uv and delay distribution p lat
Execute LAIC with the probability p uv p lat
insert u into Q and resort Q by Mg (u) in descending order u.time = t end for return S Power-Law distribution p lat u related to node u, which more accords with real-world social networks than others. Therefore, a probability of activation p uv p lat u (δ t ) is fetched to take part in LAIC model execution on the basis of the influence delay distribution (lines 3 to 7). Subsequently, based on LAIC model, our algorithm applies greedy algorithm to obtain the initial marginal influence for each node u when u.time = 0, where u.time denotes as the current iteration round when Mg (u) is last updated (lines 8 to 11). Finally, in order to improve efficiency, our algorithm uses CELF to optimize the original greedy algorithm according to the sorted priority queue Q in line 12. Specifically, due to the submodular, each iteration round t selects the top element u in priority queue Q as a seed if and only if u.time = t. Otherwise, the marginal influence of u is updated and the priority queue Q is reordered in descending order, which avoids recomputing the marginal influence of all nodes (lines 13 to 24).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare our proposed algorithm with various algorithms over some social networks. The following work demonstrates the performance of our proposal from three aspects:(a) the impact of Power-Law delay distribution comparing to the related algorithms (b)the influence spread comparing with the related algorithms (c)the running time comparing to the related algorithms.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP 1) DATASETS
We use five real-world networks to carry out our experiments.
• Oregon 1 The dataset covers nine graphs of Autonomous Systems peering information collected from Oregon route-views from March 31 2001to May 26 2001, which is a relatively small network.
• CA_HepPH 2 The dataset is a citation network that contains scientific collaborations between authors papers submitted to High Energy Physics -Phenomenology category. Its time range is from January 1993 to April 2003.
• Email 3 . The dataset is extracted from the notable ''Enron Email'', which contain 1700 labeled email messages within a dataset of around half million emails.
• Slashdot 4 . The dataset is derived from the Slashdot social network in February 2009, which has friend/foe connections between pares of the users in Slashdot.
• Web_Stanford 5 . The dataset contains hyperlinks between web pages from Stanford Universit (stanford.edu), which is collected in 2002. These networks are selected since they cover various types of networks in many fields, whose edge sizes range from 22k to 2M. The basic information of the context datasets is shown in TABLE 1.
2) DELAY DISTRIBUTIONS
For each node u ∈ V , the delay distributions are defined as follows.
• Poisson delay distribution. The parameter of Poisson delay distribution is selected from the set {1, 2, 3, · · · , 10} randomly.
• Geometric delay distribution. The parameter of Geometric delay distribution is generated by
• Power-Law delay distribution. The parameter of Power-Law delay distribution is directly proportional to k −α , where α is set to be from 1 to 4.
3) ALGORITHMS
We compare our proposed GLAIC algorithm with other related algorithms discussed in the paper. The following is an introduction of the algorithms we use in our experiments. • ISP with Poisson. The algorithm proposed by [5] . It assumes that a node is only given the chance to be activated by an influence spreading path which does not enjoy together the same edges with other paths. In addition, it only considers Poisson delay distribution.
• ISP with Geometric. The algorithm is similar to ''ISP with Poisson'', but is only applicable for the situation of Geometric delay distribution.
• MISP with Poisson. The algorithm proposed by [5] which is a variation of ISP. The difference among them is the MISP considers not only the influence spread of node, but also the probability of its activated outneighbors. And the algorithm only exploits Poisson delay distribution.
• MISP with Geometric. Similar to ''MISP with Poisson'', the algorithm only takes into account Geometric delay distribution.
• MIAM and MIAC. The algorithms proposed by [13] are designed for time-critical influence maximization problem.
• Degree Discount. Degree Discount algorithm is a heuristic method with a uniform propagation probability, which is set to 0.01 as usual in the paper.
• Random. The algorithm is to select nodes randomly as a baseline comparison.
For the conventional influence maximization problem, we run 10000 times for each targeted set as done by the previous work, and then take its average value. Previous work shows that the change in values can be ignored when running more than 10000 times. In addition, all percentage differences reported in the paper are the average of the percentage differences from 10 seeds to 50 seeds.
B. RESULTS

1) IMPACT OF POWER-LAW DELAY DISTRIBUTION
Firstly, we evaluate the impact of Power-Law delay distribution on the influence spread with T = 10 compared to Poisson and Geometric delay distribution. We improve ISP and MISP incorporating Power-Law delay distribution and thus generate two new algorithms, namely ''ISP with Power-Law'' and ''MISP with Power-Law'' respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we only do our experiments on influence spread aspect including 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 seed sets. FIGURE 3 shows the changing curve of influence spread with respect to different delay distributions including Poisson, Geometric and Power-Law delay distribution on different datasets.
Obviously, the legend ranks the algorithms top-down in the same order from selecting 10 seeds to selecting 50 seeds. FIGURE 3 shows that ''ISP with Power-Law'' performs quite well in influence spread, but ''MISP with Power-Law'' is very close to ''ISP with Power-Law'': its influence spread matches that of ''ISP with Power-Law'' on most datasets and is only 11.2% less than ''ISP with Power-Law'' on CA_HepPh datasets. Moreover, ''ISP with Power-Law'' and ''MISP with Power-Law'' both have a large winning margin over the other algorithms. Specially, such as, for the one two-million edge graph Web_Stanford, ''ISP with PowerLaw'' is 178.9%, and 381.5% better than ''ISP with Poisson'' and ''ISP with Geometric'' respectively. While ''MISP with Power-Law'' outperforms ''MISP with Poisson'' and ''MISP with Geometric'' by 163.7% and 363.4% respectively. The explanation is that, both ''ISP with Power-Law'' and ''MISP with Power-Law'' consider Power-Law delay distribution which is more consistent with the real networks drastically increasing the influence spread.
2) INFLUENCE SPREAD
Next, we run tests on experimental datasets with T = 10 to obtain influence spread results. To simplify the results, we set the range of the seed set from 10 to 50. FIGURE 4 demonstrates the performance on influence spread on different datasets respectively for comparison. Our proposed GLAIC algorithm performs quite well which outperforms ''ISP with Poisson'', ''ISP with Geometric'', ''MISP with Poisson'', ''MISP with Geometric'', ''MIAM'', ''MIAC'', ''Degree Discount'' and ''Random'' by a great margin(For example, on Email dataset, 112.8%, 636.1%, 124.5%, 651.5%, 618.7%, 638.4%, 1575.9% and 3776.8% respectively). This is because GLAIC algorithm is a greedy-based algorithm 3) RUNNING TIME FIGURE 5presents the performance of running time for comparison when the size of seed set is 50 on the datasets. As we have expected, our proposal performs not as well as some other algorithms. We would like to explain the two points below. In the first place, our proposed GLAIC is a greedy-based algorithm, which requires a number of reevaluation of marginal gain when selecting a seed even if it has been enhanced by CELF optimization. This enables GLAIC much less effective than some other algorithms, especially some heuristic algorithms like ''Degree Discount'', though it has a higher influence spread. Second, the running time of GLAIC in the small datasets such as Oregon, Ca_HepPh and Email is very fast (32, 48 and 358 seconds respectively), which proves that GLAIC does have a good running time on small-scale datasets.
C. DISCUSSION ON THE RESULTS
We can come to several conclusions from the experimental results as mentioned. Firstly, by taking the advantage of Power-Law delay distribution, our proposal further improves the influence spread while outperforming the other comparison algorithms, suggesting that Power-Law delay distribution is a fine choice to address the problem of influencing delay in LAIC model. Secondly, by comparing the influence spread of different algorithms, we can find the followings. Random and Degree Discount are not suitable for the LAIC model due to their low influence spread. Similarly, MISP, ISP, MIAC and MIAM perform worse when incorporating Geometric delay distribution. Although MISP and ISP incorporating the Poisson delay distribution achieve relatively satisfied results, these algorithms still achieve much less influence spread than our algorithm GLAIC. These findings show that the greedy-based algorithm enhanced by CELF optimization incorporating Power-Law delay distribution is a good method to solve the influence maximization on the LAIC model. Finally, according to the running time, GLAIC achieves a higher efficiency than IS, but GLAIC is a greedy-based algorithm enhanced by CELF optimization, which still requires much more running time compared to our benchmarks. This is a common shortcoming in greedy-based algorithms, as the marginal influence spread needs to a lot of computations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyze the influence maximization problem in temporal real networks, and present a greedy-based GLAIC algorithm enhanced by CELF optimization to capture the dynamic aspect of real-world social networks based on the LAIC model. In addition, we modify the distribution of the influence delays by taking into account Power-Law delay distribution. Extensive experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.
There are many potential future directions for our work. Firstly, we will investigate how to further reduce the running time of GLAIC, as it is a greedy-based algorithm and suffer from a number of computations. Secondly, we believe that some other feature information (e.g., subject characteristics) also plays an important role in the process of information propagation. Therefore, we are working on how to incorporate this useful information into our algorithm.
